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When learning a new language, we build brain networks to process and represent the acquired words and syntax and integrate these with existing language representations. It is an open question whether the same or different neural mechanisms are involved in learning and processing a novel language compared with the native language(s). Here we investigated the neural repetition effects of repeating known and novel word orders while human subjects were in the early stages of learning a new language. Combining a miniature language with a syntactic priming paradigm, we examined the neural correlates of language learning on-line using functional magnetic resonance imaging. In left inferior frontal gyrus and posterior temporal cortex, the repetition of novel syntactic structures led to repetition enhancement, whereas repetition of known structures resulted in repetition suppression. Additional verb repetition led to an increase in the syntactic repetition enhancement effect in language-related brain regions. Similarly, the repetition of verbs led to repetition enhancement effects in areas related to lexical and semantic processing, an effect that continued to increase in a subset of these regions. Repetition enhancement might reflect a mechanism to build and strengthen a neural network to process novel syntactic structures and lexical items. By contrast, the observed repetition suppression points to overlapping neural mechanisms for native and new language constructions when these have sufficient structural similarities.
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Significance Statement

Acquiring a second language entails learning how to interpret novel words and relations between words, and to integrate them with existing language knowledge. To investigate the brain mechanisms involved in this particularly human skill, we combined an artificial language learning task with a syntactic repetition paradigm. We show that the repetition of novel syntactic structures, as well as words in contexts, leads to repetition enhancement, whereas repetition of known structures results in repetition suppression. We thus propose that repetition enhancement might reflect a brain mechanism to build and strengthen a neural network to process novel syntactic regularities and novel words. Importantly, the results also indicate an overlap in neural mechanisms for native and new language constructions with sufficient structural similarities.

Introduction

Learning a new language is a formidable feat for which we have to develop a complex set of linguistic skills, including encoding the words of the new language, learning syntactic structure, and integrating the resulting representations with existing language knowledge. Here we used an fMRI repetition paradigm (Henson and Rugg, 2003) to investigate how adult learners acquire syntactic structures and words in the context of a miniature language.

In neuroimaging experiments, there is a contrast between repetition effects to known items (from objects to words to syntactic structures), which results in a reduction in activation: repetition suppression (RS), and repetition effects to novel items (eg, unknown objects, pseudowords), where repetition is accompanied by an increase in activation (Henson et al., 2000; Gagnepain et al., 2008); repetition enhancement (RE). Whereas RS is thought to reflect the facilitation of processing within or the sharpening of an existing neural representation, RE in the context of novel item repetition has been linked to the formation of neural representations (Grill-Spector et al., 2006; Segaert et al., 2013).
Behaviorally, syntactic repetition effects are well studied (Ferreira and Bock, 2006). The implicit learning theory sees syntactic priming as a mechanism for language learning (Chang et al., 2000) as the repetition of syntactic structures helps in mapping meaning onto form. Thus, syntactic priming effects might be present within the first hours of language learning. Furthermore, infrequent structures should benefit most from the repetition of structure (“inverse preference”), as their representations can be strengthened the most (Ferreira and Bock, 2006). There is also evidence for a lexical boost to syntactic priming (Tooley and Bock, 2014). Consequently, the residual activation account (Pickering and Branigan, 1998) links syntactic processing to the activation of syntactic frames in the mental lexicon in line with theories of syntactic processing (Vosse and Kempen, 2000; Jackendoﬀ, 2002) that put the major part of syntactic information in the lexicon. During learning, verb repetition might help in boosting the mapping between form and meaning.

Neural processing of syntax activates a core network of left inferior frontal gyrus (LIFG) and left posterior middle and superior temporal gyrus (MTG/STG; Snijders et al., 2009; Segaert et al., 2012; Friederici and Gierhan, 2013). The LIFG has been linked to grammatical regularities in miniature languages and artiﬁcial grammars (Opitz and Friederici, 2004; Petersson et al., 2004; Petersson and Hagoort, 2012); the left posterior MTG/STG on the other has been linked to lexically driven grammatical knowledge (Hagoort, 2005). In the current study participants learned a miniature language with two novel word orders and a third from their native language; the language included 46 novel verbs. The syntactic regularities and the mapping of structure and lexical items onto meaning had to be learned from the language input and the context without explicit instruction. To assess syntactic and lexical learning and processing effects, we used fMRI repetition effects to repeated presentations of syntactic structures (word orders) and lexical items (verbs). We predicted that repetition of novel word orders and words would lead to RE, as a new neural network for processing these structures and lexical items has to be created. Over days, while a new representation for the novel learned information is being built, the RE effects should continue to increase, whereas, once a representation is established, sharpening and facilitatory processes induced by the repetition should lead to RS. A similar logic should hold for the novel lexical items. If the RE effects are linked to learning they should also correlate with the behavioral learning outcome. In contrast, a known syntactic structure that can be mapped onto a familiar word order should show RS early on. Moreover, considering the inverse preference account of syntactic priming, we expect the largest RE effect to infrequent structures. To investigate lexically driven syntactic learning we manipulated syntactic and verb repetition orthogonally to investigate whether the combined repetition of word order and verb would boost the syntactic repetition effects.

Materials and Methods

Participants

Twenty right-handed Dutch native speakers (16 female, 4 male) participated in this study, all with normal or corrected to normal vision and no history of neurological or language impairments (5 additional participants did not complete the full experiment and were therefore excluded from the data analysis). The participants received course credits or money for their participation in the experiment and all participants gave written informed consent.

Materials

The artificial language consisted of 36 transitive verbs, 10 intransitive verbs, and 4 nouns (Table 1). There were four different types of sentence structure in this language (Fig. 1a,b). Two were novel transitive word orders that are not permissible for Dutch transitive sentences: verb-object-subject (VOS) and object-subject-verb (OSV); a third transitive word-order was subject-verb-object (SVO), the “active” word order in Dutch, and thus known to the participants; the fourth sentence structure was an intransitive subject–verb (SV) word order, also present in Dutch, which was used in filler sentences. All subjects and objects were animate (man, woman, girl, boy). Lexical items were novel with an easy to produce syllabic structure (Table 1). A list of lexical items was rated by six Dutch native speakers and those that resembled Dutch or otherwise meaningful words were removed. The assignment of meaning to the different words and the word order of the frequent and infrequent novel structure were counterbalanced across subjects. The sentences described events depicted in black and white photographs (taken from a previous study; Menenti et al., 2011). There were eight possible depictions of each event. These were realized using two sets of actor pairs (girl/boy and woman/man), where the agent was either the male or the female actor and was located either to the left or to the right in the picture.

Experimental procedure

Participants took part in the experiment on four different days, Days 1, 2, 3, and 9 (the latter could vary between Days 7 and 10). They were
told that they were going to learn a new language, “Alienese.” On Day 1, structural and functional MRI data were acquired. In a short functional session, sentences from the language they were about to learn were visually presented. This condition served as a baseline for the analysis. Subsequently, participants learned the four nouns outside the scanner, the words for man, woman, boy, and girl by means of a picture–word matching paradigm. First, each word was given with a matching picture six times, all nouns intermixed. To verify the learning, the pictures were then given with the four possible nouns. Participants had to choose the matching noun by a button press. Participants had learned all four nouns by the end of the experiment (after 6 more repetitions of each noun).

On Days 2, 3, and 9, participants took part in language learning sessions in the fMRI scanner in which they read sentences in the new language and saw pictures describing these. Unbeknownst to the participants, underlying these sessions was a repetition paradigm on the experimental items (Fig. 1). On Day 2, 80% of a total of 300 sentences were experimental items and 20% were filler sentences (intransitives). All in all, including filler sentences, word-order 1 (counterbalanced across participants between VOS and OSV) occurred 40% of the time and the other three word orders (word-order 2, known word-order, and intransitive word-order) 20% of the time. Participants were asked to read the sentences silently. After each sentence a picture was displayed illustrating its meaning (Fig. 1a, b). In subsequent experimental items, verbs, and word orders were repeated in one-half of the cases, orthogonally to each other (25% verbs only repeated, 25% syntax only repeated, 25% both repeated, 25% neither repeated). The nouns were never repeated in subsequent sentences, ie, sentences containing the woman and the man alternated with those containing the boy and the girl. One to three filler items with an SV sentence structure (Fig. 1a; last item for an SV example) were interspersed between the experimental trials. The priming setup was thus not continuous; a target did not serve as the immediate prime of the next trial. The procedure on Days 3 and 9 was similar to the one on Day 2, except
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**Figure 1.** Trial structure and experimental conditions. A. Trial structure of a prime-target pair (both OSV word order in this example) followed by a filler trial (SV word order). On Day 2 the target trial sentence would be followed by a matching picture, on Days 3 and 9 participants would have to choose between two pictures showing the same action with the roles reversed. B. Illustration of the different factors and conditions. One of the two possible word order to target structure-type mapping is shown (the other is frequent: OSV; infrequent: VOS; known: SVO; counterbalanced across participants). The frequency manipulation was introduced on Day 2 (see number of trials Day 2). On Days 3 and 9 all target types occurred equally often. C. Two examples of possible prime-target pairs.
that all word orders occurred equally often, with 20 trials per condition. In addition to reading the sentences, the subjects now had to perform a comprehension task. After each target sentence, the participants were presented with two pictures (Fig. 1a). Both pictures depicted the same action with the same actors, but the roles of the actors (agent and patient) were reversed. Participants were asked to decide which picture matched the preceding sentence by pressing one of two buttons with their left and right index fingers. After fMRI sessions on Days 2, 3, and 9 participants received a pen and paper questionnaire with all 46 Alienese verbs in a random order. They were asked to translate these verbs into Dutch.

**FMRI experiment procedure**

The experiments were run using Presentation software (Neurobehavo-

... System, ). Participants lay in the scanner and looked at a screen via a mirror. On Day 1, a trial consisted of a white fixation cross on black background being displayed jittered between 400–3000 ms, followed by a sentence for 2 s. Sentences were presented in white “Arial” font of size 22 on a black background. On Day 2 and on prime trials on Days 3 and 9 (Fig. 1a shows trial structures and timing), sentences were followed by a black blank screen jittered between 100–2100 ms and a picture for 3 s. During target trials (Fig. 1a) on Days 3 and 9, two pictures instead of one were presented simultaneously for 4 s and the subject made a button press with his or her left or right index finger to choose between the left and the right picture.

**Behavioral analysis**

For the behavioral analysis, we analyzed the response choices using mixed-effects logit models (Pinheiro and Bates, 2000; Jaeger, 2008; Barr et al., 2013) with random effects for subjects and items in R (R Development Core Team, 2014). We followed the advice by Barr et al. (2013) and used a model with the maximal effect structure that was still converging. When a model did not converge, we removed random slopes for items before random slopes for subjects (since the variance for items is usually smaller) and interaction terms were removed before main effects. For contrast specifications deviation coding was used (comparing each level of a factor to the grand mean).

The model for the response choices included fixed effects for “Day” (Days 3, 9), “Type of Sentence” (Frequent, Infrequent, Known), “Verb” (Verb Repeated, Not Repeated), and “Syntax” (Syntax Repeated, Not Repeated) and allowed interactions between all these factors. The random effects structure included a random intercept for subjects and items, and random slopes for Syntax and Verb for subjects (this is the maximal random effect structure for which convergence is reached). For one subject the button press were not registered on Day 3, so we excluded the subject from this analysis.

To assess the verb translation proficiency, we analyzed the number of correctly translated verbs out of the 46 items of the translation task after each day. We assessed whether there was a steady improvement over days, by using mixed-effects logit models (Pinheiro and Bates, 2000; Jaeger, 2008; Barr et al., 2013) with random effects for subjects and items in R (R Development Core Team, 2014) and a fixed effect for Day (Days 2, 3, 9). This is the maximal random effect structure for which convergence is reached.

**FMRI data acquisition**

Participants were scanned on a Siemens 3T Tim-Trio MRI-scanner, using a 32-channel coil. To acquire functional data we used parallel-acquired inhomogeneity-desensitized fMRI (Poser et al., 2006; Buur et al., 2009). This is a multi-echo EPI sequence, in which images are acquired at multiple TEIs following a single excitation (TR = 2.398 s; each volume consisted of 31 slices of 3 mm thickness with slice-gap of 17%; isotropic voxel size = 3.5 × 3.5 × 3.5 mm; field-of-view = 224 mm). The functional images were acquired at the following TEIs: TE1 at 9.4 ms, TE2 at 21.2 ms, TE3 at 33 ms, TE4 at 45 ms, and TE5 at 56 ms, with echo spacing of 0.5 ms. This entails a broadened T2* coverage, because T2* mixes into the five echoes in different ways, and the estimate of T2* is improved. The slices were acquired in an ascending order. In some subjects, parts of the top of the brain were outside the field-of-view. We made sure that most of the brain especially inferior parts of the frontal and temporal cortex were included. The anatomical images were acquired using a T1 weighted sequence.

**FMRI pre-processing**

The pre-processing as well as the first level analysis of the fMRI data were conducted with SPM8, second level analyses with SPM12 (http://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm). The first five functional images were discarded to ensure that transient non-saturation effects did not affect the analysis. The functional images (for each echo separately) were checked for spikes and if any were detected these images were removed and a replacement image was created based on the surrounding images. Spikes were detected in seven subjects; in six of these <10 spikes were found over all runs and echoes (<0.1% of the images); in one subject 67 images contained spikes (in 0.26% of the images). The images of the first echo were realigned to the subject-specific mean functional image and the realignment parameters were then copied to the other echoes. The five echoes were combined into one image using a method designed to filter task-correlated motion out of the signal (Buur et al., 2009). Subsequently, the functional images were slice-time corrected. The mean functional image was coregistered to the subjects’ anatomical T1 image. The anatomical T1 images were then segmented into gray and white matter and the spatial normalization parameters were used to normalize the functional images. Finally, the functional images were smoothed with a 10 mm FWHM Gaussian kernel.

**First-level single-subject model**

The experiment consisted of a short sentence reading session on Day 1 (ie, before the learning sessions, the sentences were thus like strings of pseudowords to the participants), one session on Day 2 and two sessions each on Days 3 and 9. One subject took part in only one session on Day 3 and another in only one session on Day 9. However, despite less exposure to the language these participants showed a high level of proficiency and were thus kept in the analysis (they could translate 96% and 91% of the verbs on Day 9 and performed at 86% and 76% correct on the picture choice task on Day 9). Also, due to time constraints, the scan had to be stopped early on Day 2 on a couple of occasions; however, this resulted in the loss of <5% of trials, randomly distributed across conditions.

For the first day, we modeled sentences and fixation cross intervals with one regressor each. For the subsequent days, within each session, the model for each individual subject included regressors that modeled the target sentences for the following conditions: syntactic repetition and verb repetition; syntactic repetition and no verb repetition; no syntactic repetition and verb repetition, as well as no syntactic repetition and no verb repetition, each of these for each type of sentence structure separately. The sentences were modeled from the start of their presentation. Further, we used one regressor for all prime sentences, for all intransitive sentences, all pictures, and fixation crosses (per session, respectively). The actual presentation time of an event was taken as its duration. All experimental regressors were convolved with a canonical hemodynamic response function. The realignment parameters for movement correction were also included in the model. Contrast images of the different repetition conditions were defined that were then taken to the second level for a random effects group analysis.

**Region-of-interest analysis**

Our main question concerned the processing of syntax within the artificial language. More specifically, we were interested in the difference between syntactic processing of novel versus known structures and its interaction with frequency within the syntactic processing network. To specifically test this, we conducted a region-of-interest analysis to test the effect of syntactic repetition, as well as the interaction of type of target structure (frequent, infrequent, known) and syntactic repetition. To define the core regions of the syntactic processing network we took the inverse inference activations to the query “syntactic” from the neurosynth meta-analysis tool (http://www.neurosynth.org) that exceeded a Z-value of 9. The two resulting regions (see Fig. 3A) were located in LIFG and MTG/STG which coincide with the core regions that show syntactic repetition effects to familiar structures (Menenti et al., 2011; Segarra et al., 2012). Mean activations for the different syntactic repetition conditions (syntax re-
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peated frequent structure–syntax not repeated frequent structure; syntax repeated infrequent structure–syntax not repeated infrequent structure; syntax repeated known structure–syntax not repeated known structure) per region-of-interest were extracted using MarsBar (1) and entered into an ANOVA with the factors “Region” (LIFG, left posterior MTG/STG), “Day” (Days 3, 9), and “Type of Structure” (Frequent, Infrequent, Known) using SPSS 19.0.0. Next to the ANOVA looking at the main effects of syntactic repetition, as well as the interaction between type of structure and syntactic repetition in the two regions-of-interest, we also performed planned comparison one-sample t tests to investigate whether the repetition effects per structure where larger than (for the novel structures) or smaller than zero (for the known structure). Furthermore, we investigated how the neural syntactic repetition effects are related to the learning process by looking at correlations with performance on the picture-choice task for these structures on the last day. As there was no significant difference in picture-choice task performance for infrequent and frequent structures, we pooled these conditions together, looking at the correlation with the neural syntactic repetition effect for novel structures. Because the performance on the known structures was significantly different from the novel structures, we performed a separate correlation of the performance on the known structures with the neural syntactic repetition effect for known structures. As the performance on the picture choice task is positively skewed, we used a logarithmic transform on the behavioral data and as we performed two correlations, we adjusted the α level to 0.025.

Second-level group analyses
Moreover, we conducted whole-brain analyses to investigate the main effects of verb repetition and the interaction of verb repetition with syntactic repetition as well as day.

The main effect of verb repetition (averaged over Days 3 and 9). To test whether the main effect of verb repetition was significantly different from zero we used one-sample t tests. We did not include Day 2 in these contrasts, as Day 2 was the initial learning session where the frequency of the different types of structure was different as well as the task.

Interaction between verb and syntactic repetition (averaged over Days 3 and 9). For the interaction between verb and syntactic repetition, we used a flexible factorial design with pooled error and correction for nonphericity using ReML (Friston et al., 2002). The model was built on the syntactic repetition contrasts, included the factors “verb” (verb repetition or no verb repetition), and was designed to look at the interaction of verb and syntactic repetition. The model also included 20 participant effects.

Interaction between day (2, 3, and 9) and verb repetition. For the interaction between verb repetition and day, we used a flexible factorial design with pooled error and correction for nonphericity using ReML (Friston et al., 2002). The model was built on the verb repetition contrasts, included the factor “day” (Days 2, 3, and 9) and was designed to look at the interaction between day and verb repetition. The model also included 20 participant effects.

All statistical parametric maps were thresholded at the voxel level at p < 0.001 and cluster-level pFWE < 0.05. All reported coordinates are in MNI space.

Relationship between language learning performance and the verb repetition effect. To investigate the relationship between the performance on the verb translation task on Day 9 (the learning outcome with regards to the “vocabulary”) and the neural verb repetition effect, we tested for correlations between the verb repetition effects identified in point 1 and behavioral performance. To this end, we extracted the mean contrast values for each cluster using MarsBar (1) and correlated these with performance on the verb translation task on Day 9. As the performance on the verb translation task is positively skewed across participants, we used a logarithmic transform on the behavioral data.

Results

Behavioral results

Picture responses
There was a main effect of day, with better performance on Day 9 (81% correct, SEM: 1%) compared with Day 3 (71%, SEM: 1%), Z = −8.8, p < 0.001. Moreover, verb repetition (verb repeated: 78% correct (SEM: 1%); verb not repeated: 74% correct (SEM: 1%)), as well as syntactic repetition [syntax repeated: 78% correct (SEM: 1%); syntax not repeated: 74% correct (SEM: 1%)] helped the subjects in making the correct decision, Z = −4.4, p < 0.001 and Z = −2.4, p = 0.02, respectively, see Figure 2. There was also a main effect of type (frequent, infrequent, known), as the performance on the known structure [81% correct (SEM = 1%)] was better than on the frequent [73% correct (SEM = 1%)], Z = −4.63, p < 0.001, or the infrequent structure [73% correct (SEM = 1%)], Z = −3.9, p < 0.001. The performance on the frequent and on the infrequent structure were not significantly different from each other (Z < 1). The syntactic priming effect did not interact with the type of structure (Z < 1).

Verb translation
There was a steady increase in the number of verbs that could be translated from Alienese into Dutch. Participants improved in translation performance from Day 2 to Day 3 (Z = 19.02, p < 0.001) and from Day 3 to Day 9 (Z = 16.32, p < 0.001). On Day 2, on average 15.54% of the verbs were translated (range: 0–65%), on Day 3 this increased to 43.91% (range: 2–91%) and further to 56.84% on Day 9 (range: 4–100%).

Neuroimaging results

Region-of-interest results: syntactic repetition effects
As hypothesized, the repetition of the known type of structure led to a repetition suppression effect, whereas the repetition of the infrequent novel structure led to repetition enhancement, with the repetition effect to frequent novel structures patterning in between. The interaction of type of structure with the syntactic repetition effect (over Days 3 and 9) in our two regions-of-interest, LIFG and left posterior MTG/STG (Fig. 3) was significant: F(2,38) = 5.39, p = 0.009, η² = 0.22. This effect did not differ across the two regions or between days. The main effect of syntactic repetition was not significant nor was its interaction with the factor day. Follow-up tests were performed to investigate the nature of the interaction between type of structure and syntactic repetition. The repetition enhancement effect to the infrequent structure was significantly larger...
Results of the main region-of-interest analysis using Marsbar. A, The two regions-of-interest in left inferior frontal and left posterior middle/superior temporal gyrus (defined using the activation maps to the query syntactic on the meta-analysis toolbox neurosynth.org thresholded at Z > 9). B, Mean contrast estimates for the syntactic repetition effects per type of structure in the two regions-of-interest averaged over Days 3 and 9. Error bars indicate SEM. C, Scatter plots showing the relationship between the neural syntactic repetition effects and behavioral performance. The left graph shows the relationship between the syntactic repetition effect to novel structures and the performance on the picture choice task on these structures on the last day of learning. The right graph illustrates the relationship between the syntactic repetition effect to the known syntactic structure and the performance on the picture choice task for this structure on the last day.

Figure 3. Results of the main region-of-interest analysis using Marsbar. A, The two regions-of-interest in left inferior frontal and left posterior middle/superior temporal gyrus (defined using the activation maps to the query syntactic on the meta-analysis toolbox neurosynth.org thresholded at Z > 9). B, Mean contrast estimates for the syntactic repetition effects per type of structure in the two regions-of-interest averaged over Days 3 and 9. Error bars indicate SEM. C, Scatter plots showing the relationship between the neural syntactic repetition effects and behavioral performance. The left graph shows the relationship between the syntactic repetition effect to novel structures and the performance on the picture choice task on these structures on the last day of learning. The right graph illustrates the relationship between the syntactic repetition effect to the known syntactic structure and the performance on the picture choice task for this structure on the last day.

than the repetition effect to the known structure: $t_{19} = 3.2, p = 0.006$. Similarly, the repetition enhancement effect to the frequent structure was also significantly larger than the repetition effect to the known structure: $t_{19} = 1.8, p = 0.045$. Although the trend goes in the right direction, the repetition enhancement effect to the infrequent structure was not significantly larger than the repetition enhancement effect to the frequent structure: $t_{19} = 1.6, p = 0.066$.

Planned comparisons were performed to test whether the repetition enhancement effects to frequent and infrequent structures were larger and the repetition suppression effect to known structures significantly smaller than zero. The repetition effect to frequent structures was not significantly different from zero: $t_{19} = 0.26, p = 0.8$; in contrast, the repetition enhancement effect to infrequent structures was significantly larger than zero: $t_{19} = 2.43, p = 0.0125$, whereas the syntactic repetition suppression effect to known structures was significantly <0: $t_{19} = -1.94, p = 0.034$.

The relationship between the syntactic repetition enhancement effect to novel syntactic structures (across both regions and days) and the performance on the picture choice task on Day 9 for these structures revealed a significant positive correlation: $r = 0.45, p = 0.023$, whereas the correlation between the syntactic repetition effect to known structures and the performance on the picture choice task on Day 9 for known structures was not significant: $r = 0.37, p = 0.054$ (Fig. 3).

Whole brain: verb repetition effect

Over Days 3 and 9, verb repetition resulted in repetition enhancement effects in a widespread network of left and right temporal regions extending into parietal areas, cingulate cortex, as well as the right inferior frontal gyri, the prefrontal, and other occipital regions (Fig. 4a; Table 2). In a subset of these regions, mainly the prefrontal and the right middle temporal gyrus extending into inferior parietal regions, the repetition enhancement effects increased from Day 2 to Day 9 (Fig. 4b; Table 2). To test whether the strength of the verb repetition enhancement effect increased with proficiency on the verb task, we correlated the verb repetition enhancement effect in each of the five clusters with the performance on the verb translation task on Day 9. As we tested five correlations, we set the $a$ level to 0.01. The clusters in left parietal and right temporal/parietal cortex showed a trend toward a positive correlation between the verb repetition enhancement effect and the performance on the verb translation task on Day 9: $r = 0.38, p = 0.051$ and $r = 0.41, p = 0.036$, respectively. The other clusters did not show a trend toward a correlation, all $r < |.2|$. Whole brain: interactions between verb and syntax repetition

Interactions between verb and syntactic repetition were found in left angular gyrus, extending slightly into the temporal cortex (Fig. 4c). These interactions were driven by a stronger RE effect if both verb and syntax were repeated.

Discussion

In this fMRI repetition study, participants implicitly learned words and syntactic structures of an artificial miniature language over several days. The syntactic structures were chosen such that one corresponded to a familiar structure of the native Dutch language and two others did not. The two novel structures occurred with different frequencies in the first training session (Day 2). Participants were able to learn the words and syntactic structures over the course of the experiment. Behaviorally, we found structural repetition effects on the picture choice task that did not differ between syntactic structures. However, overall, participants performed better on the familiar structure. Moreover, verb repetition helped in making a correct decision.

Both the LIFG and the left posterior MTG/STG (ROI analysis; Fig. 3), regions known to be involved in syntactic processing, showed a dissociation between fMRI repetition effects: showing RS to familiar structures and RE to infrequent unfamiliar structures. Verb and word order repetition interacted in left angular gyrus, indicating a lexical boost to the syntactic repetition effect. Verb repetition lead to RE in the left and right posterior temporal and inferior parietal regions. Parts of the verb RE effects increased continuously over days (Fig. 4). The behavioral learning outcome and the RE effect to unfamiliar structures are correlated; there was a hint of a similar effect between the verb RE effect and the number of verbs learned.

RS is a well known response to the repetition of syntactic structures in the first language and established ones in a second language (Weber and Indefrey, 2009; Menenti et al., 2011; Segae et al., 2012). The observed RS effect for the familiar word order can thus be related to similar effects observed for syntactic repetition in studies using natural language and suggests that the
known structure in the new language had been mapped onto its Dutch counterpart. The present result suggests that even when structural information is realized in a new (artificial) language, it appears to be integrated into the same neural structures as the native language, if there is sufficient structural overlap. That such a mapping for structures that are similar between languages is possible is supported by cross-linguistic syntactic repetition suppression effects (Weber and Indefrey, 2009). From a methodological perspective, this result strengthens the suggestion that artificial language learning paradigms can tap into the same underlying neural mechanisms as used for a natural language (Pettersson and Hagoort, 2012).

Contrary to the repetition suppression effect to familiar structures, the repetition of unfamiliar structures (as well as novel words, see discussion below) led to repetition enhancement (Fig. 3). This pattern of effects ties in with similar dissociations that have been found to the repetition of pseudowords compared with words (Fiebach et al., 2005; Gagnepain et al., 2008), suggesting that the RE effects might be related to the building of new representations for these novel word orders. The infrequent novel structure was particularly sensitive to repetition (its RE effect was significantly different from zero and there was a trend toward a stronger effect compared with the frequent structures). This relates the magnitude of RE to the strength of a novel representation, given that the representations of the less frequently trained structure were arguably weaker. The repetition effect to the frequent structure was not significantly different from zero, which might mean that it is an effect halfway between RS and RE. We thus suggest that the RE effect reflects learning processes that strengthen the representations of the less frequently trained structure if one assumes that an improvement of a representation upon repetition may not only mean a “sharpening,” requiring fewer neurons, as in the case of established representations, but also an expansion of the neuronal substrate in the case of new representations. Predictive coding theories (Friston, 2005) predict RS for familiar structures, because the amount of neural activation depends on the size of the prediction error, which becomes smaller with repetition of an identical structure. During the learning of an unfamiliar structure on the other hand, increases in the precision of prediction errors might initially lead to repetition enhancement (Auksztulewicz and Friston, 2016). These predictive coding effects during learning might lead to a U-shaped pattern of activations to novel stimuli (reflected in changes in repetition effects from enhancement to suppression) from “no learning” to “early learning” to “expertise” (Price and Devlin, 2011).

It is possible to link the pattern of repetition effects to the implicit learning theory of syntactic priming (Chang et al., 2000), if one assumes that an improvement of a representation upon repetition may not only mean a “sharpening,” requiring fewer neurons, as in the case of established representations, but also an expansion of the neuronal substrate in the case of new representations. Predictive coding theories (Friston, 2005) predict RS for familiar structures, because the amount of neural activation depends on the size of the prediction error, which becomes smaller with repetition of an identical structure. During the learning of an unfamiliar structure on the other hand, increases in the precision of prediction errors might initially lead to repetition enhancement (Auksztulewicz and Friston, 2016). These predictive coding effects during learning might lead to a U-shaped pattern of activations to novel stimuli (reflected in changes in repetition effects from enhancement to suppression) from “no learning” to “early learning” to “expertise” (Price and Devlin, 2011).

RE effects to repeated verbs were found in brain regions linked to lexical and semantic processing (Fig. 4), that are also seen in studies on word and semantic processing in the first language (Binder and Desai, 2011; Menenti et al., 2011; Price, 2012), as well as during language learning (Mestre-Misca et al., 2008; Davis et al., 2009), including regions in the middle temporal gyrus. This verb RE effect is in a location slightly more inferior to the left posterior MTG/STG ROI showing syntactic repetition effects. The verb RE effects are consistent with accounts connecting RE
effects to the built-up of novel representations, in the present case novel words with rich semantic information attached. The observed RE effect might reflect the gradual strengthening of a lexical-semantic mapping. Interestingly, most of these RE effects increased over the course of the different days. This further supports the idea that RE effects might be linked to language learning, reflecting a steady build-up of these new lexical-semantic representations.

Moreover, verb repetition boosted the syntactic RE effect in the left angular gyrus (also present in the right hemisphere homolog but this did not survive cluster-level correction; Fig. 4). This interaction provides evidence that verb-specific, lexically driven syntactic processing effects might be found early on during learning that would be compatible with proposals of a lexical nature of syntactic processing (Vosse and Kempen, 2000; Christiansen and Chater, 2015). Of note should be, however, that we also find main effects of syntactic repetition independent of verb repetition both at the behavioral and neural (in the ROI analysis) level. Some lexically repeated, a larger combined structured meaning representation may be primed.

The steadily increasing repetition enhancement effects to verbs, even after days, speaks for a longer time frame for these types of linguistic information to become stabilized in the more complex environment of an artificial language compared with other learning effects that merely require overnight consolidation (Walker and Stickgold, 2006; Davis et al., 2009; Nieuwenhuis et al., 2013). We do expect a shift from RE to RS once memory representations have stabilized. This hypothesis should be investigated with a longitudinal study of syntactic and verb repetition effects with a longer time frame and more fine-grained behavioral measures of the state of learning progress.

**Conclusion**

In conclusion, the dissociation between RE for unfamiliar grammatical structures and RS for familiar ones, suggests that repetition effects reflect a neural learning mechanism. A similar pattern of effects for verb learning shows that repetition effects are indicative of a general mechanism for building or strengthening novel neural representations.
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**Table 2. Whole-brain repetition effects**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Anatomical label</th>
<th>BA</th>
<th>x</th>
<th>y</th>
<th>z</th>
<th>Cluster size, k</th>
<th>Cluster level, pFWE</th>
<th>Z</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Verb repetition enhancement effect (verb repeated &gt; verb not repeated)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Right superior temporal gyrus</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>−46</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>2474</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
<td>5.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Right middle temporal gyrus</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>−34</td>
<td>−4</td>
<td></td>
<td>4.44</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Right supramarginal gyrus</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>−44</td>
<td>46</td>
<td></td>
<td>4.08</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Right angular gyrus</td>
<td>39/40</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>−56</td>
<td>50</td>
<td></td>
<td>3.67</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Right precuneus/posterior cingulate cortex</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>−64</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>6056</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
<td>5.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Left precuneus</td>
<td>−6</td>
<td>−52</td>
<td>40</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>4.99</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Left cuneus</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>−14</td>
<td>−80</td>
<td>20</td>
<td></td>
<td>4.84</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Right lingual gyrus</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>−72</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
<td>4.52</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Left lingual gyrus</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>−16</td>
<td>−56</td>
<td>−8</td>
<td></td>
<td>3.98</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Right inferior frontal gyrus</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>568</td>
<td>0.005</td>
<td>4.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Left middle temporal gyrus</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>−56</td>
<td>−44</td>
<td>−4</td>
<td>345</td>
<td>0.031</td>
<td>4.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Left inferior parietal cortex</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>−54</td>
<td>−40</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>541</td>
<td>0.006</td>
<td>3.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Left middle temporal gyrus</td>
<td>21/22</td>
<td>−62</td>
<td>−56</td>
<td>22</td>
<td></td>
<td>3.67</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Left middle occipital/left angular gyrus</td>
<td>37/39</td>
<td>−42</td>
<td>−68</td>
<td>18</td>
<td></td>
<td>3.15</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Verb repetition suppression effects</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n.s.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Verb repetition effect by day (Day 9 greater repetition enhancement than Day 2)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Right calcarine gyrus</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>−72</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>3711</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
<td>6.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Left calcarine gyrus</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>−14</td>
<td>−68</td>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
<td>4.48</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Right precuneus/posterior cingulate cortex</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>−64</td>
<td>26</td>
<td></td>
<td>3.98</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Left cuneus</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>−10</td>
<td>−84</td>
<td>18</td>
<td></td>
<td>3.71</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Right superior temporal gyrus/supramarginal gyrus</td>
<td>40/42</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>−42</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>1104</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
<td>4.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Right middle temporal gyrus</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>−12</td>
<td>−2</td>
<td></td>
<td>3.80</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Right middle temporal gyrus</td>
<td>21/22</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>−12</td>
<td>−10</td>
<td></td>
<td>3.73</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Synt by verb repetition (greater syntax repetition enhancement if verb repeated)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Left middle occipital gyrus</td>
<td>19/39</td>
<td>−42</td>
<td>−76</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>291</td>
<td>0.018</td>
<td>3.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Left angular gyrus</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>−40</td>
<td>−54</td>
<td>28</td>
<td></td>
<td>3.50</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Left angular gyrus</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>−50</td>
<td>−58</td>
<td>36</td>
<td></td>
<td>3.49</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


